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Abstract:  Relevant past events can be remembered when visualizing related pictures. The main difficulty is 
how to find these photos in a large personal collection. Query definition and image annotation are key issues 
to overcome this problem. The former is relevant due to the diversity of the clues provided by our memory 
when recovering a past moment and the later because images need to be annotated with information 
regarding those clues to be retrieved. Consequently, tools to recover past memories should deal carefully 
with these two tasks. This paper describes a user interface designed to explore pictures from personal 
memories. Users can query the media collection in several ways and for this reason an iconic visual language 
to define queries is proposed. Automatic and semi-automatic annotation is also performed using the image 
content and the audio information obtained when users show their images to others. The paper also presents 
the user interface evaluation based on tests with 58 participants. 
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